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LEARNING TOGETHER
FOR A BRIGHTER TOMORROW
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CEO MESSAGE
STEPHANIE HARVEY, CEO
We’ve only just passed
the halfway point of 2017
and already this year has
proven to be a big milestone
in our nation’s story.
The recent National Reconciliation
Week (NRW) commemorated a
number of significant historical
anniversaries; 50 years since the successful 1967
Referendum which approved two amendments
to the Constitution relating to Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people, 25 years since the
Mabo High Court Decision and 20 years since
the tabling of the Bringing Them Home Report.
Throughout NRW, I witnessed many touching events
held across the country. Australians came together
to take powerful steps towards reconciliation
through dialogue and compassion. While there
is still a long journey ahead, it’s heartening
to see so many of us on the path, together.
Reconciliation is at the heart of all of ICV’s
work and you’ll see this in action in the stories
inside this edition of Stepping Stones.

Readers should be aware that this
newsletter may contain images
and names of deceased people.
Honeyants artwork courtesy of Rowena Lynch and Keringke Arts
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On page 6, you can read about Ngroo Education
which has been increasing engagement of
Aboriginal children in early education across
NSW. ICV volunteer Antonia has been working
with Ngroo and a speech therapist developing
culturally informed resources to improve the
effectiveness of a new speech therapy program.
Then on page 10, we return to the remote
community of Wiluna in WA. ICV and Wiluna
Remote Community School have a long and
rewarding partnership. In our latest activity
together, ICV volunteer Jane reunited with the
community to design mosaics representing
periods of the local Martu Calendar.
And on page 12, you can read about an exciting
project occurring in picturesque Townsville,
QLD. There, the Gudjuda Reference Group
was approached to run cultural tourism
activities for the upcoming Commonwealth
Games. ICV volunteer Paul supported the
group to document the many exciting cultural
activities they can offer during the big event.
I hope you enjoy this edition of Stepping Stones.

Thank you

“Reconciliation is at the heart of
all of ICV’s work and you’ll see
this in action in the stories inside
this edition of Stepping Stones.”
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OUT & ABOUT

OUT
& ABOUT
Big news for Littlewell
The now abandoned Littlewell Reserve has a rich history
and significance to the local Aboriginal people who lived
there until the early 1970s.
In our last update, we announced a project to develop a
heritage trail which will use audio and visual technology
to commemorate the lives of the families who once called
Littlewell home.
ICV volunteer Peter worked with the Littlewell Working Group
and Mingenew Shire developing a funding submission to
Lotterywest. Excitingly, the submission was recently approved,
meaning construction of the trail will soon begin.

Planning success for Coobabla Farm
Coobabla Farm is a beautiful 650 hectare mixed farming property
in WA owned by Woolah-Wah Land Aboriginal Corporation
(WWLAC). WWLAC has a number of initiatives it aims to
implement on the farm to benefit the community.
These will include activities that nurture and promote cultural
heritage and build capacity to independently manage and
produce products from primary production
to generate income.
ICV connected WWLAC with experienced
volunteer Michael who worked with the
community group developing a strategic
plan which will allow members’ many
ideas to become a reality.
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“I’m excited and emotional to achieve
a successful outcome in regards to
finance for our heritage, culture,
identity and place of belonging.”
THOMAS, LITTLEWELL WORKING GROUP MEMBER
AND FORMER RESIDENT

Upskilling in Bowen, QLD
Girudala is a community controlled
not-for-profit organisation promoting the
welfare of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people in North QLD.
To support local training and employment,
Girudala opened a café and cultural art
gallery in Bowen as a place to teach job
skills to young and unemployed people.
ICV volunteer Alexander worked with Girudala to train staff in
hospitality and event coordination with the vision of improving
their future employment prospects. The staff have already seen
positive results in the form of improved customer feedback.

XX

“I feel like we have had a lot of input into the
document, so it becomes our document. It’s not a
document that has been written and is going to
be handed to us.” KARAN HAYWARD WWLAC DIRECTOR
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ACHIEVING POTENTIAL

THROUGH READING
AND SPEECH

Ngroo Education works to improve
opportunities for Aboriginal children
to achieve their potential by increasing
their level of participation in mainstream
early childhood education.
Ngroo began in 2008 after a conversation between
an Aboriginal mother and a preschool Director
who wondered why there were very few Aboriginal
children in the preschool in Western Sydney,
when there was a large surrounding population
of Aboriginal families.
The preschool Director discovered that parents in
the area had been deeply scarred from their families
being decimated through the intervention known as
the ‘Stolen Generations’.
This began a long journey of the development of
Ngroo’s ‘Walking Together’ program which has
improved engagement of Aboriginal children in early
childhood education across NSW by 50 percent.
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WESTERN
SYDNEY

Recently, Ngroo has been
focusing on improving speech
in Aboriginal children, after
observing that many of the
children were functioning
below the normal levels for
their age group.

This work identified a number of barriers excluding
Aboriginal children from accessing existing speech
therapy and developmental services. Barriers
included cost, transport, general understanding
of the systems available and limited access
to therapists.
Studies are showing enhanced learning in participants
when they use resources they can easily relate to,
so Ngroo is aiming to supplement speech therapy
services with culturally appropriate resources.
ICV connected Ngroo with skilled graphic designer
Antonia who is working with a local speech
therapist to illustrate a children’s book that will
use imagery and wording taken from the local
Aboriginal culture. Teaching staff will then use
the book to enhance the children’s language
skills, self-esteem and pride in their culture and
to motivate children to talk, speak and read.

(Left-right) Ngroo Education’s Jan Wright,
ICV’s Renee, speech pathologist Diana Wolf
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NATIONAL
RECONCILIATION
WEEK 2017
Each year, National Reconciliation Week
(NRW) celebrates and builds on the respectful
relationships shared by Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples and other Australians.
Mabo Day Celebrat ions,

Flag Raising Ceremony

Brenda n Moore
plays the didger idoo
- Nation al Sor ry
Day - Syd ney

National Sorr y Day - Alice Spri

ngs

- Brisbane
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It is a time for all Australians to learn about
our shared histories, cultures and achievements,
and to explore how each of us can join the
national reconciliation journey.
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NRW is bookended by two key events in Australia’s
history – the 1967 referendum on 27 May and the
Mabo High Court decision on 3 June - and preceded
by National Sorry Day on 26 May.
During the week, ICV staff were able to capture some
of the wonderful events held around the country.
Nation al Sor ry Day -

Per th

Linda and Aunty Meg
Huddleston - ICV National
Sorry Day Event – Burrunju
Art Gallery Canberra

ie
ICV ’s Nik ki, Tom and Edd
Day
ry
Sor
al
ion
Nat
the
dur ing
Bridge Wa lk - Canber ra
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MOSAICS BRING A SCHOOL
AND COMMUNITY TOGETHER

IN REMOTE WILUNA

ICV and Wiluna Remote Community School
(WRCS) have a long-term relationship
dating back to 2010, partnering on a number
of activities over the years.
The school fosters a close relationship with its
family and community members who enjoy
engaging with the children to help them learn.

WILUNA

“It’s very important we have not
only community days where
families come in but community
activities where they can be a
part of the learning, where they
can be part of the engaging
process to get students excited
about learning,” WRCS Principal
Adriano Truscott said.
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Some of the
finished mosaic tiles
featuring the goanna

WRCS identified a mosaic project as an activity
to bring the community together and teach the
students about the local Martu language and culture.
And when it invited ICV to assist we were thrilled
to team-up again.
ICV volunteer Jane returned to Wiluna and
reacquainted herself with some old friends from
her time volunteering at the school four years prior.
She consulted with local Elders on how the project
should proceed and on the design of the mosaics.

“A lot of the Elders were here for community day
and we gained their input and collaboration on the
project as to the imagery that went into the mosaics,”
Jane said.
It was decided the mosaic tiles would reflect the
different periods of the local Martu calendar,
which the school uses as the basis of their
curriculum. The calendar tells us what is happening
during the year with animals, plants, weather and
people. For example, it describes the story of how
a parnka (goanna) lives, when it hibernates, lays
eggs and comes out to eat.
Jane initially taught the mosaic process but
it wasn’t long before students and community
members were independently creating mosaic
tiles and designs from start to finish.

“This project is a symbol of what learning is like
in Wiluna. It’s very exciting because never before
have we had so much community input into
this project. Every step of the process has had
community involvement,” Mr Truscott said.
The finished mosaics will decorate accessible
areas around the community and be used as
an educational resource.
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GUDJUDA SHOWING
THEIR CAPABILITY

FOR THE COMMONWEALTH GAMES

With the Gold Coast Commonwealth Games
set to commence in April 2018, the State
Government has been on the lookout for
cultural tourism programs as part of its
regional events initiative.

The progressive Gudjuda Reference Group Aboriginal
Corporation was approached to express interest in
delivering cultural events to the influx of tourists
when the Games are held.
Gudjuda meaning “Saltwater People”, represents the
interests of the Bindal, Juru, Gia, Birriah, Jangga and
Ngaro Traditional Owner groups. They support local
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people through
a range of employment and training programs,
including caravan operations, a café, cultural centre
and market garden.
The Gudjuda Land and Sea Rangers are integral in
maintaining their picturesque Country spanning
the Whitsunday Islands up to Townsville, working in
the national parks, beaches and forests to conserve
natural flora and fauna.
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Some of the exciting cultural tourism activities
Gudjuda is proposing for the Commonwealth Games
are turtle tagging expeditions, cultural gallery tours,
a smoking ceremony, rock art tours and a bush
tucker program. Gudjuda will also hold a traditional
Indigenous Cultural Market with live performances
of dance, music, storytelling and boomerang and
woomera throwing.
Experienced ICV volunteer Paul has been working
with Gudjuda, formally documenting the cultural
events it can provide in a capability statement
which will be submitted to the State Government
for approval.
When he visited Gudjuda, Paul was able to experience
many of the cultural activities for himself and
indulge his passion for photography (taking the
beautiful images accompanying this story).
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GET INVOLVED!
MEET THE GENEROUS
CHILDREN AND PARENTS

OF HERITAGE HOUSE TURRAMURRA !
The Child Care and Early Learning Centre held a
breakfast fundraiser on Mother’s Day where the
children showed their impressive singing and dancing
talents! Included was a special display to highlight
the theme of the day, Aboriginal culture. The funds
raised from the event were kindly donated to ICV.

A big thank you to all!

If you would like to run a fundraising event
for ICV please get in touch with us by calling
1800 639 565 or email Judy Ford at jford@icv.com.au
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2017 E R
PORT

SUP RVEY
SU LTS
RESU

In February we sent out our Annual Supporter Survey
to gauge how we are going and how we can improve.
Thank you to all the ICV Supporters who responded.
Here are some key insights taken from your answers.

I receive sufficient information about
how my gifts are being used

Indigenous Community Volunteers know
how to effectively work with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people

I trust ICV enough that I would recommend that
family, friends and colleagues give a gift
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PLEASE GIVE WHAT YOU CAN. THANK YOU
Name
Address

State

Suburb
Phone

Postcode

Mobile

Email
My supporter number is

I would like to become a Community Friend:
from my credit card on
 lease deduct $
P
the 20th of each month (or the next working day)

Please accept my one-off gift of $

PAYMENT

Cheque (payable to Indigenous Community Volunteers)
or

or debit my card

Money order
Visa

Mastercard

Amex

CARD NUMBER

NAME ON CARD

EXPIRY

/

SIGNATURE

Please send me more information
about leaving a gift to ICV in my Will
Please tick here if you do NOT want to
receive future communications from ICV

Call 1800 639 565 or visit
www.icv.com.au/donate
Donations of $2 or more are tax deductible
Please return in the reply paid envelope or
post to: PO Box 6155 MAWSON ACT 2607

Diners

